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without

motion to
Council tabled
rules in the Constitution
mend election
appro cu two i'ii'I'om.iw in mini au
a

Student

committees-

-

for further discussion
Council delayed
nuition to amend the Constitution
read:

hk'h

section 3, add: i. if the number
seeking the available positions
0I persons
W not exceed the number of available
Virions then the Council will have the
the election by a majority
s:ion to aie
of the Student Council."
u,,0f
balked at the idea of
Some members
having the power to appoint.
Council
pj, 93,

election,

members
of the
Executive
Committee. Representatives
also pointed out thai 19 of the 21
Council
elections
were uncontested, and that
under the amendment. Council would
have the option to take
considerable
power Irom the students bv
rilling the

postions.

Treasurer Paul McCartney, who opposes the amendment, said
that it should
only apply to special elections.
He was
relemng specifically to the election of
Pam Becker as secretary, who was
the
only student to submit a letter of
intent
alter I ynn Tracers resigned. McCartney
insisted that student input is vital
to
Council, and that Council should not

on

t-e-

er
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Counseling and Financial A id

have the power to unail that input except
in special cases. Other representatives
pointed out that they were confident that
Council would not abuse the power.
Council approved the Ad Hoc Committee on Peer Counseling, which will
explode the need, if any, for such a group
at Kenyon. If it determines that there is
such a need, the Committee will research
and develop "a suitable program based
on Kenyon's needs." The Committee
must report to Council whether there is a
need by February, and make monthly
progress reports thereafter until the end
ol the 1982 spring semester.
Council President Morris Thorpe also
submitted a proposal to form an Ad Hoc
Committee
on financial Aid. This

committee

munity got in, and reported a "rumor"
that only 17 people were invited to the
reception afterwards. Since the lecture
was sponsored by Faculty Lectureships,
which operates with private
funds,
Council has no effective say in the matter.
Council
did conclude
that Student
Lectureships ought to be careful not to
make the same mistake, and keep the
ARC in mind as an alternative location.
Council decided to have the campus-wid- e
vote on the proposed
increase in the Student Activities Fee on
January 31. Council unanimously agreed
to cancel the meeting of December 20,
and scheduled the first meeting of the
second semester for January 18 at 7:30
p.m. in Biology 210.

designed to increase student
and
awareness
about
changes in the financial aid programs
which affect Kenyon students. In addition, the Committee will evaluate the
possibility of Kenyon becoming a member
of COPUS (Coalition of Independent
College and University Students), which is
an organization of students at smaller
colleges, run by a Kenyon alumnus.
will
Council
then determine
if the
Committee should become permanent or
be dissolved.
Representatives discussed the fact that
about 00 people were turned away from
the Gloria Steincm lecture at Rosse last
Monday. Some members pointed out that
many people outside the Kenyon com
is

participation

five-doll-

1
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Heithaus Coordinates Course in Environmental Studies with Battelle
By

Jodi Proto

Heithaus. For example, Battelle was
called upon by NASA to help design the
tiles used on the space
heat-sensiti-

Raymond
Heithaus, in
several
research
with
.junction
in
Institute
Battelle
at
ssntisis
Columbus, will offer an ususual seminar
Entitled
semester.
next
coarse
with Battelle
"Environmental Studies
k::iute", the class will feature a guest
iaiirer from Battelle each week and will
fixuson issues that are of env ironmental
Professor

xncern

today.

Battelle

is

an international

research

saiiutevvith headquarters in Switzerland
London as well as in Columbus.
AJ of the lecturers
are employees of
.d

L--

"These people generally have
degrees, but rather than doing
pure research, they're involved in projects
i'.trmined by contracts with government
iKKies and private industries",
stated

Professors Use
B

nightmare: 100 five- - to
to read and grade, and
iss preparation to keep up with
iar.hile.
Jackie Robbins had that problem last
ear as one of
the teachers in a
history class. However, she had a
reedy which not only helped her, but,
iiie feels, helped
her students. She employed a "grader,"
an aide who had a
:it in history, to read and grade the
stents' papers. This allowed Robbins to
SMod reading
the papers of 109 students
tral times
a time consuming
ai-pag-

e

109-stade-

en-deao-

Instead,

nt

r.

Robbins was able to read the

papers

once, confident
that all gram-maticand syntax errors had been
corrected and commented upon. She then
made any
final adjustments that she felt
"tre necessary. Robbins
told her students
'tow the process on
class.
day
al

the first
of
Perry Lentz used the same
iem for a class of
about 69 students
'lie taught last year.
Each year,
there are several classes
offered
only once every few terms, which
IO'
a demand for
the subject. The
'Kul is high
enrollments.
Hoping to
Professor

Plans for the course were finalized over
Thanksgiving break during meetings with
Provost Irish and President Jordan.
Although the guest speakers from Battelle
were volunteer participants, the Provost
arranged a $50 honorarium to be given to
each lecturer "as a sign of our ap-

non-biolog-

preciation,"

Heithaus stated.
According to Heithaus, the project
began

when

P.

Van

Voris,

recent

a

graduate of Kenyon, called him with an
interest

in

some regular
establishing
Battelle and "a school

contact between

to Grade

abate the problem they face in evaluating
large
numbers of students, some
professors feel that having a grader helps
them give full attention to student work.
Professor Thomas Turgeon
such a class. His History of Film course is
not offered every year, and this year
enrollment swelled past the average size.
Turgeon employs a reader, Mary Suydam
(w ife of Professor Michael Levine), in this
course.
Suydam, who is working toward a
Ph.D. in Medieval History, corrects
exams and papers for Turgeon's History
of Film Class. For the exams, she says
that Turgeon gives her an outline of what
is expected of the student, and she reads
all the subject matter to which the exam
pertains. For papers, Suydam says she is
basically an objective reader, though she
may at times have some background
know ledge of a particular subject.
co-teach-

es

Turgeon w ho is chairman of the Drama
Department, has taught the course three
other times, using an outside reader each
time. He says the process was simple: "I
found a qualified reader, and that was
it." According to Robbins, who last year
had the same reader as Turgeon, the
reader must first be approved by the

A.

ftsmany students are
for laboratory
artments of Physics,

!sleri

aware, the credit
classes

in

the

Chemistry, and
n0t un'fornl- As a general rule,
thR!''S
t Biology
department generally gives
Mu for
labs, and the Physics and
ElienHSlry labs do not- Associate Provost
Mallory said that she felt that
the?3
e
snuld be a consistent policy
Woiu'u8 th'S area' bul a'S0 n0ted th3t U
be unfair
for Biology to suddenly
giving credit, or for Physics and
em'stry to
start giving credit, Tor labs.
-

-

X

more work than others. Burns adds that
some labs are experimental in nature and
that others are more descriptive. Biology
experimental, while
labs are usually
Physics and Chemistry labs tend to be
descriptive. Descriptive labs can be used
lecture,
to add to what is being said in the
whereas the experimental labs of Biology
would hinder the progress of the lectures.

re

P

Experimental
vs. Descriptive
.

Profe;

"Rsor Robert
dePa"ment, stated'that some labs
8lve credit
because they require

sh0uyy

Additonally, students are not required
Biology course
to take a lab with every
department
Biology
The
elect.
they
that
that
policy regarding this topic slates
courses
students must take at least two lab
they take.
for every three courses that
lab is
Thus, since credit given for
unit, students will
generally
every three
receive four credits for
Each
Biology courses that they enroll in.
one-ha- ir

Heithaus ' s;id.

"The

president and provost havedieen helpful,
and enthusiastic in working out the
allocating
tranfunds
for
details,
sportation, and finalizing the plans." If
there is enough interest, the lecturers will
arrive in the early evening so that students
and faculty can meet with them over
dinner before the lecture.
Professor Heithaus. organizer ol Lnviionmental Studies with Battelle Institute
tured at Kenyon in the past and also
like Kenyon." Van Voris, who has lec- served as an occasional link between
Battelle and
students, worked with Heithaus this
semester to develop the course and
department chairperson, and then by the assemble the speakers.
"Battelle is
Provost, since the reader is paid through
Mallory,
interim
Betsy
that office.
Provost, said that "the
Associate
department's reputation depends upon
the quality of the courses and also on the
quality of the grading process," so
By Lynn Travere
departments are "serious about the
quality of the reader."
In the recent wake of false fire alarms,
Senate, at its meeting yesterday, approved
a proposal outlining actions to be taken
Robbins claims that having a grader is
by the College. These actions would be
beneficial to both the teacher and the
taken to defend the College and its
students, because it allows the teacher to
members from the dangers presented by
carefully read a paper without concern
false alarms and other vandalism of fire
about minor errors. She says that she has
equipment.
from any student
had no complaints
The report begins with these assumabout the fact that an outside reader was
ptions: "(1) Fires in buildings threaten
grading papers and exams.
death or other bodily harm; (2) False
reduce
in student residences
Some professors prefer to grade all of
alarms
their students' works. Lentz, who emstudent defensive responsiveness to fires;
reader last year,
of fire protection
(3) Misuse
ployed a "first-rate- "
and
equipment reduces defensive potential
corrects the work himself this term. The
against fires." Given these, Senate put
English professor noted that, "I used a
forth a proposal which ideally would
grader in the past who was excellent. ..but
protect all persons in the community from
it seemed to me that I was being cut off
these hazards.
from my student's work." He said that it
was important for him to be on top of
Most parts of the proposal are
He uses an
each student's progress.
restatements and clarifications of existing
continued on page six
College policy; some crucial changes,
however, are also included. Chair of
Senate Alan Batchelder explains that the
new emphasis in "letting students know
violations
of the
that
and
units
a
and
half
lab class is worth one
will be referred to Civil
code
(fire)
Ohio
unit.
the other class is worth one
and College authorities in every instance
Burns points out, the Physics deparof such a violation.' For the College, the
tment views the lab as a tool to assist in
appropriate civil authorities to be notified
the learning process. Chair of the Physics
would be the State Fire Marshall and the
department, Peter Collings, feels that a Knox County Fire Marshall.
teaching
method
of
is
another
"just
lab
and learning. The sum total of work
As an example of the severity of the
equals the entire course." Collings also
State code, Batchelder points out that
Physics
points out that in general, the
Aggravated arson is a first degree felony
department tries to lake up only 'A of the
carrying a minimum prison sentence of
student's time and lhat thus far, the
four year. Aggravated arson is suspected
students don't seem to be complaining.
in the Saturday morning fire in Hanna
Hall, where papers hanging from a
Whether on not there can be a uniform
bulletin board and from a door were
policy regarding lab credit in the sciences
ignited, setting off smoke detectors and
remains to be seen. But at present the
the fire alarm.
the
current
consider
departments
science
Dean Edwards said that a provision of
policy warranted and believe that credit
proposal which calls for a $25 fine for
the
not
is
due
credit
where
should be given
who refuses to leave the building
anyone
in
spent
time
of
just based on amount
when a fire alarm goes off is an in
class.

Students'

summer-employment-seeki-

Work

Inconsistencies Annear in Laboratory Credit Policy
By Brian Kearney

looking
for stimulation with sharp
students, so they're getting something out
of it, too," stated Heithaus.

Among some of the selected topics are
environmental health, pesticide impact in
developing countries, and ecological
economics. Dr. Heithaus, who currently
teaches Field Biology, hopes that the
y
course will attract
majors as
well as those students in the sciences.
"Environmental studies needs input from
places
biology;
other than
many
disciplines can be involved, for example
political science and economics," Dr.

Assistants

Michael Cannizzaro

professor's
papers

A

ve

shuttle.

Bi::elle.

doctorate

'rnriP

7

The format of the seminar calls for an
presentation, followed by a
group discussion. It will offer a quarter
unit of credit in "environmental science"
and students will be judged on the basis of
a paper to be due at the end of the
hour-lon-

ng

g

semester.

Senate Approves Proposal for
Stricter False Alarm Regulations

life-threateni-

ng

novation;

Batchelder
added that the
for its inclusion is that "many
students have learned that when there is a
fire alarm (due to the number of false
ones) to stay in their rooms and lock their
doors; many of us are concerned that in
the future they will do that and die (in an
actual fire)."
Although it had been proposed that the
fire for a residence unit in which a false
alarm was pulled be raised to $300, Senate
chose to maintain it at the present $25.
impetus

v
.
--

Senate Chairman Alan Batchelder.
According to Dean Edwards, the reason
for this is that "the $300 fine did not seem
as if it would accomplish much; it could
penalize the victims." This refers to the
fact that many of the recent false alarms
have apparently been set by people other
than those living in the area in which the
alarm went off.
Dean Edwards also pointed out that
from now, all fire alarms will have to be
responded to by three persons: The

continued on page six
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Sacrificing Our Principles

JBBSfOa

Many (if not most) students choose to join Kenyon's "goodly race"
because of its attractiveness as a small liberal arts college which emphasizes individual attention. Many (if not most) students who read
article were undoubtedly surprised to
Mike Cannizzaro's front-pag- e
learn that it is acceptable college practice for professors to employ

"graders."

Admittedly, it is difficult for a teacher to grade every exam and paper
in a huge class within a reasonable period of time, while still keeping up
on class material. (It's not so easy for the students, either.) There is a
involved when a professor must take time away from lecture
f
which is judged to varying degrees by different
preparation, a trade-of- f
members of the community.
However, this practice of employing readers seems to fly directly in
the face of stated college policy. The 1981 handbook explicitly states
that, "The faculty's first investment is in Kenyon's students" (pg. 2).
Further, the criteria for evaluating faculty members includes "timely
review and appropriate evaluation of student work" as part of
"Teaching Excellence" (116).
one which should never be
These are lofty attd impressive phrases
trade-of-

tossed aside.
One of Kenyon's greatest assets is its personal touch. Without it, the
College loses that unique flavor which sets it apart from other
universities. This depersonalization of the Kenyon Experience certainly
does not bode well for this college's future.
Students paying $8500 to learn here have the right to expect that the
college will work to meet the high standards it had set for itself. We feel
that professorial examination of work is a part of this standard, as
defined in the handbook:
"Kenyon remains a small college and exemplifies deliberate
limitation. ..Focus is blurred when there is dispersion over large
numbers or over a large body of interests. Kenyon remains comprehensible. It's dimensions are humane and not overpowering."
A class of 109 certainly is overpowering. Perhaps it is time for
Kenyon to reconsider its values and priorities, because it seems to be
having a hard time living up to the one it has stated.

Martha Lorenz
Jodi Proto
Lynn Travers
Mark Esposito
Joshua Welsh
Melinda Roberts
Bob Warburton
Jeff Toole
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Hunger in Africa
of Ghana will speak at 8 p.m.
Thursday, December 10 in the Biology Auditorium on the
subject, "People Hungry in the Land of Plenty Why?"
This will be the second presentation in the Chaplain's
Conference series on world hunger, this time focusing on
Africa.
Appiah-Kub- i
holds degrees from six institutions, including the University of Ghana, Oxford, and Columbia.
He has served as theology secretary and sociologist consultant to All Africa Conference of Church, Nairobi,
;
Kenya
organizing secretary for the Conference
of Third World Theologians (1977); consultant to the All
Africa Lutheran Task Force on African Theology; consultant to the Ghana Presbyterian Church Medical
Committee; and member of the Medical Advisory Board of
the Institute for Medical Mission, Tubingen, Federal
Republic of Germany.
Dr. Kofi

Appiah-Kub-

i

(1973-76)-

The public is invited.

Advent Service Sunday
The annual Advent Service of Lessons, Anthems and
Carols will be held at 7:30 p.m., Sunday, December 13 in
the College Chapel.
Patterned after the King's College (Cambridge) Service
of Lessons and Carols, the service is built around a series of
seven readings from the Bible. Readers will include a child,
an acolyte, a professor, a student, a chorister, a cleric, and
a college administrator. The chaplain, the Rev. Lincoln
Stelk, will open the service with the traditional Bidding
Prayer.
The service will feature music by the Kenyon College
Chamber Singers, a
student group directed by
Professor Daniel Robinson, and the Kenyon College Choir,
a
group of students and residents of Gambier,
Mount Vernon and the surrounding area, which will be
directed by Professor Norman Wick, assistant conductor.
Dale Sparlin, Harcourt Parish music director, will accompany the choir on the organ. Congregational singing of
traditional carols will involve all present in the event.
The service is timed to take approximately one hour. The
40-voi-

100-voi-

f

News Editor

ce

ce

public is invited.

Poe Comes to Rosse
On Wednesday, December 16, Student Lectureships wi.l
present Goodnight Mr. Poe, a production written and
performed by Scott Kelly. The show will be at 8 p.m. in
Rosse.
On the morning of October 3, 1849, Edgar Allan Poe, in
a rapidly deteriorating and
condition, was
recognized by a physician in a tavern in Baltimore. The
writer was taken to a hospital where he died, delirious and
raving, five days later.
Alcohol had a terrible effect upon the poet's sensitive
constitution, and it is quite possible that, after a glass or
two of wine, Poe became an unwitting participant in a
process known as "cooping." Public elections were in
progress in Baltimore at this time, and, as voting then was
semi-couscio-

us

the KFNYflN
authors).
submission

Creativity Censored
To the Editor:
The upcoming edition of Hika will
include an essay by Molly Poling on

Thomas Pynchon's Gravity's Rainbow. I
was disturbed to discover that certain
passages of her work have had to be
edited, paraphrased, and reprinted in a

Aen,

Ay,

rni.I.F.r.IAN encourages letters lo the Editor. All submissions must be typed and signed by the
We reserve the right to edit all material while maintaining the orig inal intentions of the particular

and Vcw

done by a show of hands, certain unscrupulous politicians
took to rounding up transients and alcoholics whom they
kept docile with alcohol and drugs while trotting them out
to vote in as many districts as possible. The places where
these unfortunates were kept, sometimes against their w ill,
were called

"coops."

This play takes place in a coop in Baltimore on the night
of October 2, 1849.
It is the intention of this author that those who see this
production experience the full impact of Edgar Poe, the
artist and the man; that they understand that he was more
than a mere writer of macabre tales and grotesque images;
that the urges and fears which so dominated his w ritings are
not lightly dismissed as the ravings of a twisted mind, but,
discomforting though it may be, recognized as extreme
manifestations of dark impulses common to us all.

PACC Series Opens
Marcus G. Raskin and Midge Decter will kick off the
PACC series on "How Democratic is American
Capitalism?" Tuesday, December 15 at 8 p.m. in the
Biology Auditorium. It should prove to be an exciting
evening as the two hold widely contrasting views on the
American political system. Raskin served as
and
of the Institute for Policy Studies, a
co-found-

co-direct-

er

left-win-

or

g

for public policy issues. He also had first-han- d
experience in congress as an aide, and was a defendant in
the Boston Five draft resistance case. Ms. Decter is an
author and an editor whose essays and reviews, mostly in
the field of social criticism, have over the past two decades
think-tan-

k

appeared in a number of periodicals including Commentary. She w as one of the founders of the Coalition for a
Democratic Majority, of which she is a past National
Chairman, and has lectured on a wide range of subjects,
from the family to American foreign policy.

Dowd Read Aloud
Raymond, a new play by Doug Dowd, will be read aloud
in the Hill Theater this Friday at 8 p.m. The play is set in a
Holiday Inn in Cincinnati where two former business
associates, read by Joe Horning and Jonah Maidoff, fight
out an old battle. Dowd w rote the play as an independent
study last year and has revised it for the reading w hich will
last one hour. Seats are first come, first served, no tickets
necessary. The reading is a KCDC, Mather Fourth Floor
Gallery Production.

Creekers Croon Friday
The Owl Creek Singers will perform their annual
Christmas Concert tomorrow at 7 p.m. in Peirce Lounge.
The Creekers' second show of the year will feature such
classics as "Let it Snow," the provocative "Santa Baby,"
and a variation on an old favorite, "The Twelve Days After
Christmas."

J

supplement to the magazine, due to the
printer's refusal to print sexually explicit
quotations from the novel. I recognize the
printer's right to decide what he will print;
unfortunately, however, the refusal to
print this language shows no awareness of
the context in which it is used either in
Gravity's Ruinbowox in Molly'scrilicism.
Pynchon's language is sometimes ironic,
often at its own expense, and at other
times it is necessary to expose the perversity of the characters whom it is
describing. am sorry that these passages
will not be intact, as their forcefulness is
crucially important lo the thesis of the
essay. However, since Molly and the Hika
staff found their removal necessary, I
hope that its readers will bear with the
inconvenience of having to substitute the
quotations for the paraphrasing, and that
these interruptions in her essay will not
lead anyone to take it less seriously.
I

Sincerely,

Pam Reed

SCC Questionnaire
To the Editor:
Seniors, the Senior Class Committee
will be distibuting a questionaire to each
one of your rooms today and tomorrow.
The questionaire outlines alternatives for
Senior Week. FILL IT OUT! It is the only
way we can plan activities for Senior
Week that we know everyone will enjoy.
A detailed explanation of the questionaire
can be found in the Reserve room of the
library, the Deli, the S.C.C. box in the
SAC, and the Peirce study lounge. This
will be available starting Monday. When
you have completed the questionnaire you
should drop it off in a collection box at
the SAC, the circulation desk in the
library, or in the Post Office. Pay special
attention to section number three of the
questionnaire. This section concerns an
$1,100 fund which will be allocated to
help individuals sponsor unique and
special events during Senior Week. We
are open to all suggestions; please state
them in the questionnaire. Thank you for
your time.
The Senior Class Committee
(Submitted by Michael Holmberg)

Inaction Appalling
To the Editor:
That the administration has failed lo
make Kenyon accessible to the handicapped during the past two and a half
years that Terry Schupbach has been here,
w ith or without Section 504, is appalling.
President Jordan's rationale for this
situation "We do not have any direct
federal funding"
is, as recent history
shows, a fraud.
Note that the cost of such revisions is
$409,000
a paltry sum in comparison to
the nearly $6 million spent on the ARC.
In addition to that, the KC was
renovated, the dance studio relocated,
and already they (Jordan and Co.) are
talking about expanding the library and

remodelling Gund Commons. How, in
light of all this, can Jordan say "It's nota
question of attitude but a question of
money"? It's just thrilling to know his
heart is in the right place, but it doesn't
buy the goods.
I refer the president and all those who
appropriate funds to the October 29
issue of The Collegian, where Trustee
Robert Tomsich says of the ARC, "This
project show ed us that w hen Kenyon puts
its mind to it, Kenyon can raise an incredible amount of money."
Yours,

Joshua

Welsh

Commends KFS
To the Editor:
would like to commend the KFS for
bringing the nuclear films to campus this
past weekend. The films I saw, most
notably HiroshiinaXagasaki and The
H ar Game, were exceptionaly powerful.
Without being sensationalist, these films
horrifying and
the
illustrated
unimaginable consequences of nuclear
w ar. They are startling reminders of the
inadequacies in certain academic
justifications of the nuclear arms buildup.
1

Yours,

Liz Curry

Council Communicates
To: All Concerned Students
From: The Student Council
Committee
Re: Bucks and Behavior

Executive

This past week Student Council passed
legislation intitiating an investigation into
the federal budget cuts concerning
financial aid to college students and an
examination of the need or lack thereof a
Peer Counseling and Crisis Intervention
Group on campus. Committees have been
established and defined in both areas.
The Committee on Peer Counseling
examine similar programs existing outside
the school, consult with various deparlh
tments and organizations within
a
Kenyon
community, and develop
program suitable to Kenyon. The committee on Financial Aid will increase
awareness and encourage participation
among students regarding changes in the
financial aid programs affecting Kenyon
For
students on a state and federal level.
further information, see the Student
or
Council minutes of December 6, 1981
representative.
contact your
on

Any student interested in serving
a
either of these committees must submit
letter of intent to the Student Council
Secretary's box in the SAC by 4:00
December II, 1981. Member.'
be selected by Student Council on Sunday, December 13, 1981. Intendees should
attend this meeting if possible.

,

p.nj-Friday-

continued on page lb"
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Challenge to Feminism in the Eighties:
Avoiding New Stereotyping

A

Anna Maria Bartolomeo

By

HE ONLY
LIKES MY

"Women's Libber"
general disrepute in the
ijs fallen into
ears. lne women wno earned it
ff
of the fundamental
Sieved many
Iriumphs
of the movement. The term
of
,oles images of the
who demanded
late sixties, women
symbolically,
and
viferously,
ivnetimes violently a liberty that w as, for
the freedom to do and
sir time, radical:
do and be. Their
all that men could
;ht to reject the burden of traditional
a, social, and political restraints on
Mr liberty infused the movement with a
Stationary fervor
that carried it
the years of changing policy and
It was the spirit of
s'orming attitudes.
militants of the sixties that inspired
lesweeping reforms of the seventies.
though the label

HE

i

Mil

"bra-burners-

How can the women's movement avoid
such a backstyle? First, it must sidestep
the imminent
danger of identifying
liberation with reactionary militancy, for
by doing so it implicitly asserts that
women who are no' militant are not
liberated
aren't, in other words, true

DRESS,

"

women.
demand
uniform
To
"oulrageousness" is to deny that the
process and manifestation of changes

.-ou-

.

different from individual to individual,
and that the liberation of one's spirit may
direct one away from such methods and
expressions.
Second, feminism must avoid coercing
women into identifying politically with
each other simply on the basis of sexual
identity. The controversies over the ERA
and abortion rights, for example, receive
a new directive from a
to
individuality. Women who have a firm,
personal commitment to a particular view
on these issues will and should continue to
fight for their convictions.
However,
neither side needs to presume to speak as
representative of all women. The force of
persuasion
must suffice to fuel commitment to these struggles as much as to
any other. Shaming a woman into a false
political identification is tantamount to
denying thai it is indeed possible or
desirable for her to think for herself.

ch

he

re-commitm- ent

Vet

in

the eighties the victories
have a pyrrhic flavor of

have

sorts,
successes, the "women's
its
respite
jioiement" faces a struggle in the future
ell shake it to its roots. The
at mav
jilenge for women today is not so much
jjaie to

--

:o

themselves as

liberate

w

omen as much

themselves
identify and develop
a
chin their new status as persons
refusing which entails renewed com-eneto the values that the movement
soused at its inception.
for women's
Thus far, the movement
necessarily upon
Iteration has centered
women
from restraints and
freeing
a necessary prerequisite for
equities
is to

ni

In
1981, "feminist"
has replaced
"women's libber" as an umbrella term

--

change. Women had to be freed,
societal restraints
first, from the external
fa impeded their actions and their
rcth: hence they initially pushed for
--

1981

.

and

sal

political reforms ranging from

from
protection
sexual
on the job to institutionalized
programs in
affirmative
action
educational establishment.
Concurrently,
feminism demanded that women be freed
from male oppression
and fought to
insured

harassment

revise, or at least to contain the effects of,
the
attitudes that "noncoercively"
confined women to traditional positions
as housewives and secretaries.
Finally,
feminism has sought to save women from
their own
backgrounds and
outlooks, impelling them to recognize the
potential obscured by lifetimes of
self-defeatin- g

socialization and mystification.

Stockman's Dying Dream
By

Jeff Barnes

The picture of David
Stockman that
serges from the controversial article in
the December Atlantic Monthly is of a
rafrier idealistic
man, geniunely com-rsie- d
to the Reagan ideology. But his
sderstanding of that ideology seems to
:aiebeen the cause of his recent political

sjarrassment. He took the Reagan
rhetoric
too seriously,
believing that
Reagan really did
want to cut back on all
of hit
government, and not simply attack
wial
programs.
The article, "The
Education of David Stockman",
reveals
a disillusionment,
and deals some
serious
blows
Reagan
the
to
Administration's credibility.
The piece, written by William Greider,
s based on a
series of conversations w hich
iook place over
several months, beginning
an optimistic
note in the early days of
Reagan's presidency,
when Stockman
'
over as head of the Office of
-cx.i.iii auu uuuci. m lilt uuuki,
Stockman
Quite confident, en- was
faastically preparing the initial budget
He felt that the Administration's
objectives could
be achieved, if they could
W;kly take advantage
of the favorable
relations that a
new president has with
The budget could be balanced
"84. Stockman believed in the notion
of equity,
that the budget cuts would
affect
everybody, not just the poor but
the special
interest groups, big
ss, and, yes, even
the Pentagon. He
ed that with
an optimistic Wall
itre, falling interest
rates, and a surge in
Production from
the private sector, the
wetiue that
would be lost from tax cuts
"oul(l be
made up by a booming
-

j-wg-

ress.

CUIS-
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Konomy.
was

JJC

wrong. Stockman began

to

even as Reagan was winning his
KInes on Capitol
Hill, that in spite of
Set

,

still

S

1

cuts, the federal government

faced with deficits. It was then
he ran
up against the realities of
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River breeder reactor, had
Calered ,0 in order to get bills
.
thro
Congress- - Stockman suggested
tuttin
ln'8
oil depletion
allowances and
c
reieo!tther tax looPholes, but Reagan
M thal
idea. And cuts in defense
niSCUleThe dream of equity was
dead
'th il went any real hope of
balari
,Cln8 the budget.
Stockman had put
a a Package which, he saw in
Ietr
as asserrbled too hastily, and
ith
!0 much
optimism. When he had
,0MB computer figures, which
mdaed huge
fedenl
ricif: he had
-

to-

-

changed the computer to fit the
theory's assumptions of a large increase in productivity, and a decline in
prices and interest rales.
By fall. Stockman was calling the
supply-sider- s
"naive". He slated that the
"trickle-down- "
theory, that the rich
should be given economic breaks which
will result in increased productivity and
investment, eventually benefitting
everyone, was actually the same thing as
supply-sidtheory. But the trickle down
theory had been around for a long time,
and was not a politically popular concept,
supply-sid-

e

whereas

supply-sid-

e

theory

being

was

Some
revolutionary.
as
hailed
congressmen, like Tip O'Neil, protested
that the Reagan tax cut plan was designed
for the rich, but 'hey were shot down by
"supersalesman" Ronald Reagan, appearing on national television with his
charts and his smile, reassuring us that he
had everyone's best interests in mind.
Stockman knew otherwise. Commenting
Kemp-Rot-

h

cut bill, he said, in the

most quoted passage from the Atlantic
article, "The original argument was that
the top (tax) bracket was too high, and
that's having the most devastating effect
on the economy. Then, the general
argument was thai, in order to make this
palatable as a political matter, you had to
bring down all the brackets. But, mean,
was always a Trojan horse to
Kemp-RotI

Political
Forum
By Bill Koggan

Over the past two decades,

the crime

rate has drastically escalated. The rate of
violent crime has quadrupled, the murder
rate has jumped from 9,000 per anum to
23,000 peranum, the assault rate has risen
to 154,00 per anum, and il should also be
noled that a significant percentage of
assault cases would have been murders, if
not for recent advances in emergency
med icine.

The number of rapes rose from 12,000
Property crimes

in 1960 to 82,000 in 1980.

have tripled. Last year, 650,000 robberies
were committed. This alarming set of
statistics obviously calls for government
action. The Reagan administration has
elected to do something to thwart the
continuation of the increase.

h

bring down the top rate."
The White House reaction to Stockman's candor was swift and predictable.
The President gave Stockman a good
chewing-out- ,
and the humbled director of
the OMB even went as far as offering his
resignation. Now the storm seems to have
lost
died down, although Stockman has
much of his credibility with the Congress
he wooed in the spring with his

that
amazing facts and figures.

But the big loser in all this is Ronald
focal
Reagan. The budget has been the
the
point of his presidency so far. and
a public
architect of that budget has made
confession of his loss of faith. Poor
the man
David He actually believed thai
chiselers
who railed against "welfare
a
and called unemployment insurance was
vacation for freeloaders ,
pre-pai- d
poor, as his
not really hostile toward the
a foe of all
simply
but
charged,
critics
must
forms of big government. Stockman White
the
now struggle to gel out. of
will realize
House doghouse. Perhaps he
is looking
that the kind of advisor Reagan Coohdge,
for is a man not unlike Calvin
make a comwho would occassional
of America is
business
"the
as
such
ment
but spent most of his time

business",

keeping his mouth shut.

directed at allowing women to realize
themselves as persons without artifical
restraints. Yet if women are to be truly
free
individuals,
compulsive
gender
identification must be undermined.
Freedom to be a person means freedom to
recognize and act from one's uniqueness.
For feminism to insist upon support and
identification from all women would be
for it to try to substitute a new set of roles
and expectations for the old, and to
become another form of the coercive
socialization it avowedly fights.

"free women."

U.S. Crime: Misunderstood and Mistreated

--

e

on the

Thus, through its variegated attack on
the impediments to women's freedom, the
women's movement cleared the way for
personal growth and development. Now,
it must
however,
face squarely the
possibility that its position as a matrix for
is threatened by its own
unification
principles. The movement for liberation
from the past attempted to unite women
through their common interest in that
At the next
necessary disemburdening.
level, though, a paradox faces feminists.
Their liberation efforts were purportedly

designating
those concerned
with the
rights and status of women. Yet given
their commitment to liberating wuomen as
persons, perhaps those who advocate such
liberation
should
demonstrate their
commitment to individual development
through refocusing their movement for
change to include a trust that women can
act as individuals rather than simply as
members of their sex. The "feminists"
have a task similar to that of the "libbers": preventing women from being
regarded and treated as women rather
than as persons. Today, however, the task
is doubly difficult, for the danger may
come precisely from those who would

In typical fashion, Reagan's proposals
exclusively entail secondary intervention,
and not an ounce of primary prevention.
They are a reflection of the ideological
adthis
riddle
distortions which
ministration's perception of reality. His
proposals mainly aim at putting the
criminals behind bars and keeping them
there. They include such measures as
allowing illegally obtained evidence to be
used in court, and giving mandatory
sentences to all offenders who committed
crimes with guns. All of these measures
are based upon the fallacious assumption
that criminal activity arises out of
constraints which
societal
weakened
prevent man's brutish side from being
unleased. This is simply a reincarnation of
Hobbe's contention that society exists to
protect the individual's life and property
from other individuals.
(and
Science
of the Political
department's) strict adherence to this
archaic view of man, it is clearly false.
years of psychology,
The last seventy-fiv- e
Despite
members

the

administration's

sociology, and anthropology demonstrate
this. In what follows, I will elucidate some
of the primary causes of the recent surge
in the crime rate.

Essentially, the problem can be attributed to three interacting causes: the
availability of guns, the dictates of capital
accululation, and the extraordinary level
of violence in our mass media. The
argument in favor of gun control usually
revolves around the contention that if
people don't have guns, they won't use
them. Research has shown that the
presence of guns promotes violence, not
peace. Put quite simply, it can be said that
not only does the finger pull the trigger,
but the trigger pulls the finger. To deal
with tl.is problem,
the Reagan administration has decided to disband the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Fire
Arms, who's purpose was to control guns.
Authority over gun control will now be
handed over to some other underfunded
agency.

The main reason that I decided upon
the above three causes is that they, along
with our crime rate, distinguish the U.S.

The last cause is the television. In a
recent review of all the research published
to date on the topic, the overwhelming
majority of the 100,000 subjects used to
test the relation of aggressive behavior
and media violence demonstrated a casual
relationship between the two. The fact
thai violence in the media causes people to
act violently is one of the most incontrovertible discoveries psychology has
made to date. The impact of viewing
is
only
media
portrayed violence
exacerbated by the availablity of firearms,
and stressful living conditions (poverty
and unemployment).

Reagan's proposals exclusively entail secondary
intervention, and not an ounce of primary prevention. They are a reflection of the ideological
distortions which riddle this administration' 's perception of reality. His proposals mainly aim at
putting the criminals behind bars and keeping them
there.
The second major cause of crime in the
U.S., particularily violent crimes, is true
to the dictates of capital accululations.
This may sound ridiculous but is actually
quite feasible. Many of the U.S.'s "new
crimes" are committed in urban areas.
This increase is the direct outgrowth of
the degradation of the living conditions of
and
cities,
the north-easter- n
which is caused by the outflow of capital
and jobs from these areas. New York
City, for example, lost 600,000 blue collar
workers between 1960 and 1975.
mid-weste-

rn

was, as many
This migration
economists would admit, due to a search
for profits. (The collapse of the inner city
is not caused primarily by liberal spending
policies, as some contend.) It has left the
urban areas with shattered communities,
levels of unemhigh
exceptionally
ployment, poverty, and an inability to
raise funds needed to counteract the
deleterious effects of the migrations. The
Reagan administration, with its staunch
idealogy, is
adherence to a
incapable of doing anything about this
source of crime.
free-mark-

et

most from our European counterparts.
Many European countries have gun
control, full employment policies, and
less violence in the media. As a seeming
result, they have murder rates which
range from
to
of
the U.S.'s. If President Reagan want to
stem the tide of international terriorism, I
suggest he start on our streets. Last year,
seven times as many people were murdered in the U.S. by Americans than the
one-seven-

"international

th

one-thirtie-

terrorist

th

networks"

managed to kill in the world.

continued from page two
Student Council feels that these issues
appear to be of particular concern and
seem to be worthy of investigation,
whether or not the student body shares
his concern remains to be seen We
kvould also like to remind students that all
Student Council meetings are open to
veryone in the Kenyon community.
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PACC Discussion Centers on U.S.,
Third World Relations Problems

O O Claus ConqucrsO O

By Hilary Sparks and John Cranshaw
As part of a series of PACC-sponsore- d
monthly discussions regarding topics of
current interest, a discussion of "The
U.S. and the Third World" was held in
Weaver Cottage on Tuesday, December 8.
The participants included students from a
variety of disciplines and a core of faculty
including professors Piano, Batchelder,
Horowitz, Lee, Jacobs, Baumann, and
Reverend Stelk.

This film is representative of a genre
little studied but much appreciated by
college students: the low budget mundane
film. This is, it's mundane only so far as
its quality is concerned, for, as we all
know, such movies can be pretty amusing
by virtue of their own ineptitude. Santa
Clans Conquers the Martians is a fine
example of the theory that anyone can
make a movie and have it end up on Night

Professor

Baumann

the

began

by noting the difficulty of
defining what constitutes the "Third
World." He described the problems
inherent in grouping together such diverse
countries as Saudi Arabia and Bangladesh
under one label and expecting them to
have identical, or even similar, perceptions of the world.
The question of the responsibility of
wealthy nations to aid in the economic
discussion

development of poor countries provoked
a variety of comments. Reverend Stelk
defended many of the demands of Third
World countries for a redistribution of
the world's income in order to foster
economic development in developing
nations. Professor Horowitz probed the
idea of a "just" distribution of the
world's wealth and questioned whether
that necessarily implied a massive transfer
of funds from developed to developing
nations. Some maintained that many of
the traditional forms of U.S. foreign aid,
such as loans and grants of food, were, at
best, a "band aid" approach to
problems and were, in some instances, simply one more way to prop up an
unpopular, authoritarian ally of the U.S.
There was general agreement that
foreign aid should further the interests of
the United States in the world, but little
agreement about what those interests are.
Some, such as professor Piano and
Reverend Stelk, maintained that it is in
the interest of the U.S. to aid the poor and
not simply to provide financial assistance
deeply-roote-

JEM.

y k

and Third World countries and would

development
of
the
revolutionary governments hostile to the
U.S. Professor Lee suggested that present
geopolitical
considerations are much
more important in determining U.S.
alliances and aid, citing the mutual interests of the U.S. and China in containing the Soviet Union. He also
questioned the U.S. altitude towards
revolution in the Third World, asking, for
example, why there is so much difference
of oninion in the U.S. regarding events in
El Salvador. Hilary Sparks responded by
stating that, in her opinion, the U.S.
position in El Salvador represented a
narrow and incorrect interpretation of the
events in that country and that she felt
U.S. policy must change.
Another major topic dealt with differing models of development in the Third
World. Here diverse opinions were expressed ranging from statements that
Capitalism is best for economic
development in most, if not all. Third
World countries, to the suggestion that
the model must be fit to the particular
country and culture and that in many
instances Socialism may be a more
suitable and just model for a developing
country than is Capitalism. Professor
Batchelder gave examples of
countries, such as Hong Kong, which
have developed strong economies using a
Capitalist model. John Cranshaw cited
the example of Nicaragua as a Third
World country trying to develop a mixed
economic system suitable to its particular
needs. Demetris Demetriou maintained
that we must refrain from imposing our
own model of development on other
countries. Professor Lee noted that the
Chinese are turning away from the Soviet
style of Communism, using instead the
Yugoslav model in the hopes of increasing
production.
policy
was
Finally,
U.S. foreign
debated. Professor Baumann stated that
historically the U.S. has had a tendency to
try to aid other countries in their
development according to its own perceptions of what is best for them, but
questioned the ability of the U.S. to
influence events in the Third World. He
suggested that many of the social forces
acting in the world are beyond U.S., or
any other country's, control. Demetris
Demetriou stated that many Third World
countries do perceive the U.S. as having
on the
an effect, often negative,
development of other nations and asked
that we leave the countries alone so that
they can determine their own future.
Some disagreed with this stance saying
that the policy of isolationism could lead
to increased social and political problems.
A better approach would be to exercise a
good deal more foresight and humanitarian concern than we do at present.
There were certainly many more
questions raised during the discussion
than were answered, reflecting
the
complexity of these issues and the difficulty
of resolving
them. It was,
however, a valuable insight into global
political and economic issues and afforded a glimpse into the workings of the

forestall

non-Weste-

d

if

Fred Baumann, moderator of the discussion.

to an elite, friendly to the U.S. This was

defended not only on moral grounds but
also on the grounds that in the long run it
would improve relations between the U.S.

rn

world beyond Kenyon.

Peirce Returns to the Turn of the
Century with Waltz Saturday
This Saturday, December 12, from 9:00 p.m. to midnight, the Kenyon College
Music Club will sponsor its third annual Turn of the Century Christmas Waltz in
the Peirce Great Hall. Tickets for the event are $2.00 per person, and are
available at lunch and dinner at Peirce and Gund as well as at the door.
Featured at the waltz will be a live,
e
orchestra under the direction of
Brian Wilbert. The orchestra, assembled especially for the event, will play a
variety of waltzes for the evening's dancing. Additionally, a Christmas carol
session will add to the spirit of the dance, and special guest performers may make

Santa Claus Conquers the Martians.
Starring John Call. 1964, 80 min.

jlHe
I

I

I

Owl Theatre (or in Rosse Hall, for that

matter).
The film builds upon the charmingly
simple plot of Santa Claus being kidnapped by the Martians, presumably
because all the Martian children are lonely
on Christmas Eve. Somehow Santa makes
everyone happy in the end, vindicating
God and the Production Code. The
special effects, however, are the best part,
the producers having spent at least $400
on props, most of which went toward the
aluminum foil which covers all the sets.

has the best of
Levis, Hang Ten and D.C.
jeans and accessories

in

Shopping Plaza

its
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message for Christmas'

heart-rendin- g

It's a Mad World

O

It's a Mad. Mad, Mad, Mad World
Produced and directed by Stanl
Kramer. Starring Spencer Tracy, Mii,
Berle, Sid Ceasar, Buddy Hackett, Ethel
Merman, Dorothy Provine, Edie Adams
Mickey
Rooney, Phil Silvers, Dick

n 'Vvv V

M

Shawn,
Jonathan
Winters,
Thomas, and many more. 1963,

quarelling through dress rehearsal when
Clark suffers a heart attack. Suddenly the
"boys" are like brothers, with a concerned Lewis sending candy and flowers;
the possibility is even raised that the two
w ill spend the rest of their lives together in
a home for retired actors.
The film is supposedly better than the
play upon which it was based because it
makes the viewer feel closer to the sunshine boys and because it uses actual New
York scenery. The style is that of rapid
and loud talking, with little
characterization or motivational energy.
Burns is charming, Matthau is lackluster,
and Benjamin doesn't make sense.
George Burns is by far the star of the
show and is the main reason for seeing
one-line-

Jerrv
54

min"

A group of
undesirables
learn, from a dying convict, the approximate location of a buried fortune In
a Hash the search is on. A legend in the
comedy epic genre, this Stanley Kramet
y

money-hungr-

saga follow s the golden goose ail the av
to the Big "W", picking up conspirators
and conmen along the way. Splashy and
sprawling, this is a movie that parodies
greatness action multiplies and shifts as
often as the cameos, The stars are

rs

this movie.

O A Christmas Carol O
Christinas Carol. Directed by Edwin L.
Marin. Starring Reginald Owen, Gene
Lockart. 1938, 70 min.
A

The Martians, predictably, are green, and
swimming
wear something resembling
pool niters on their heads, a leitmotif
which possibly refers to the impurity of
their race.
In fact, this is one of those movies like
Night of the Living Dead that one can
impose one's own meanings upon, which
can be fun even if it is unjustified. But,
then again, who knows? Tom and Jerry is
beginning to sound dialectical these days.

O The Sunshine Boys O
The Sunshine Boys. Directed by Herbert
Ross. Starring George Burns, Walter
Matthau, Richard Benjamin. 1975, 111
min.
This mediocre Neil Simon comedy
combines George Burns and Waller
Matthau as an old vaudeville team talked
into having a television reunion. The two.
as comedy team Lewis and Clark, had
feuded often in their forty-thre- e
years
together until finally they broke up. The
film begins eleven silent years after their
break-up- ,
as Mathau's agent-nephe(Richard Benjamin) is trying to bring the
pair back together to recreate their
doctor-patient
act on a television history
of comedy. Burns, as Lew is, is content to
remain in retirement, but Matthau (Clark)

j

As the holiday season fast approaches
and we prepare to depart Kenyon for
three weeks of
it is helpful
to get in the spirit of the season by seeing
A Christinas Carol. Based on the classic
Charles Dickens novel, this version
features Reginald Owen as the miser
Ebcnezer Scrooge. On Christmas Eve he
is visited by the spirit of his dead business
partner, Jacob Marley, who warns him
that he has very little time left in which to
change his harsh, cruel ways. Consequently, three other spirits visit him,
representing Christmases past, present,
and future. They each take him on a
journey through time and show him the
merry-makin-

g,

hilarious w ithout exception. And Tracy
superb as a sympathetic policeman facing
retirement who wants to beat the others to
the money.
Though the story is not new, the
audience accepts its convention happily,
finding comfort and familiarity in the
plot. Although the movie is far
from the perfect comedy, it really doesn't
pace of insane
matter. Tie break-neccomedy masks the film's flaws.
is
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Time Bandits
Rated

PG

John Cleese
Sean Connery
Shelley Duvall
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Rich and Famous

Rated

R

Jacqueline Bisset
Candice Bergen
Hart Bochner
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This Week's Projections

appearances.
To enhance the evening's
mood, appropriate attire is
suggested. Long skirts and dresses for women and suits and ties for men are
perfectly acceptable, but if one wishes to dress in the style of the early 1900's,
she is heartily encouraged to do so. Refreshments will be served at the waltz,
and there will be a fire in the fireplace to relieve the winter chill.
For those whose waltz technique is a bit rusty, lessons will be given in Peirce
T.V. lounge at 7:00 p.m. this Friday.
The Music Club wishes to remind everyone that singles as well as couples are
encouraged to come; the event traditionally proves to be a good time for
everyone who attends. So dust off your bowties, pull out those long skins, and
waltz your way to Peirce this Saturday night for an evening of

--
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20-piec-

turn-of-the-centu-

disagreeable effects his behavior has k ,
ad
on those around him.
Although this 1938 version is not
a
well done as the 1951 masterpiece ii u
faithful rendition of Dick '
work, offering a joyful, interesting ,

Benjamin
itching for the limelight.
finally reunites the two, ABC offers
them ten thousand dollars, and they are
is

Meg Ryan
David Selby
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Basketball Squads Start Slowly, Stumble
Through Season Ope ners
Lords

Fast Break Past Earlham

Ladies Drop Three at GLCA's

Jonathan Han

By

By

opened their 1981-schedule with an
home basketball
victory over the Earlham
impressive
Husilin' Quakers. This game "initialed"
new Tomsich Arena, and things got
right track by Hugh
,jrlej on the
of the
niv" Morrison's version
Anthem. After a slow start in
Vaiional
,hkh both teams were deadlocked at
over four minutes, the Lords ripped
breaking
,k game wide open, fast
Kenyon Lords

The

83-5-

Martha I.oren

The women's basketball squad opened
its season last weekend with three losses in
the GLCA tournament. The Ladies,
last year, are aiming for consistency in the

8

4--

15

4-- 4

they could never
Coach Jim Zak seemed pleased
jil, his team's performance.
well for Kenyon
The fast break worked
Russell dished
j; freshman prodigy Chris
assists and senior sharp
eight
0m
Tim Riazzo scored 23 points,
shooter
followed
drong forward Gary Reinke
iiih 21 points, taking it to the hole every
chance he got. Ron Devore came off the
adding ten points, and stymied
tench,
irlham's defense with his aerial antics,
the AD's chanted 'religiously. Mike
John Savage and Paul Collins-ion- h
Barren,
all turned in stellar performances.
was their
The key to Kenyon's break
rebounding, where three Lords, Barrett,
BillMelis, and Gary Reinke had six each.
Forrest,
standout Hugh
Sophomore
possessed, had a
phnng like a man
:24 left in the game,
ferocious tie in with
ad followed that with the first slam dunk
to a deficit

mm

history.
all, the game was a crowd
success in w hat promises to be an

ARC

.

in

All
jieasing

i
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Women Have Things 'Going Their Way' As
Take Dead Aim on Another Conference Crown

Swimmin'
They

By Susan B.

Oberlin, who according to Coach Steen
"usually has a good team."

Smith

to Coach Jim Steen, the
swimming team is "much
improved" over last year's impressive
at the
ijiad, which placed twenty-sixt- h
According

omen's

Last year was the first time Kenyon had
sent a group of women swimmers to the
Nationals and this season appears even
more promising. All eight Ladies at last
year's Nationals received
status for their hard earned efforts.
Returning
Ann Batch- All-Americ-

finals.

national

seems to be going their w ay:
four of last year's eight
are
reiurning; three of those only sophomores
and in addition, this season's group of
nine freshman women
appears one of the
in the team's history. On
congest
November 14, they edged the varsity in
the seasonal intersquad
meet by a final
score of 125
to 112 quite impressive
ken the season has yet to begin.
New
ittersquad meet records were set in fifteen
of ihe sixteen
events; eleven of those were
Everything

AU-America-

ns

stiby

freshmen.
true test will come next Wednesday, when the squad participates in
The

heir

first

dual-me-

Sweet Shoppe

The

"The best
1

of the season against

et

West

chocolates in town

Vine

j

''

Street.

Mount Vernon
'Now

available at the
Kenyon Bookstore

THE

VILLAGE

in

All-America-

an

elder, Rose Brintlinger, Laura Schasse
and Kris Kennard hope for another
successful season.
The nine freshmen include Karen Ages,
Maria
Ferra.za, Chris Heggie, Pat
Homans,
Mary Ellen Kosanke, Amy
Lepard,
Louise
LeBourgeius,
Tracy
Nash, Renee Pannebaker and Mary
Sch-wenden-

er.

on their specially

Kenyon swam with
Last weekend,
seven Ohio Division I schools in the Mike
meet
Peppe Invitational, a three-da- y
which Lords' Coach Jim Steen said was
"basically an opportunity to give
evervone a chance to sw im."
Thirteen events and three relays were
meet at the
scheduled over the three-da- y
Ohio State University pool. Kenyon
participated in the maximum number of
events: three individual races and three
relavs.

"There were no performances to speak
outstanding,"
of that were particularly
an
Steen commented. "It was more of
opportunity to get used to swimming
different events. Instead of just working

N.viW

V

upcoming games.
The Ladies lost their first tournament
contest to host Hope College, 64-2The
game was fairly even for the first ten
minutes;
Hope then switched
to a
swarming
press and Kenyon
never got close again.
Anne
Himmelright and Mary Salmon led the
offense wiih 14 and six points, respectively, and Salmon also nabbed six
rebounds before fouling out.
Ohio Wesleyan University handed the
Ladies their second defeat, 76-4The
with 10 minutes
teams were lied 38-a28-5
left, but OWU outscored Kenyon
the
rest of the game and won going away.
Despite the lopsided score, coach Sandy
Martin saw reason for optimism, pointing
out that the Ladies had only an hour to
rest after the Hope contest.
"It was a pretty good game for us,"
Martin said. "We had a real problem
blocking out defensively, which we'll have
to work on. We gave them too many
second shots under their own basket. But
we got the ball down the court quickly,
and we started doing things we've never
done before. Overall, we did not play
full-cou-

rt

Co-Captai- ns

3.

ll

Lord Swimmers Tune Up for OAC
Competition at Peppe Invitational
Warburlon

1

6.

ns

By Bob

rt

enough.
"We need

yi"V

,

full-cou-

-

W

-

1

in

co-capta-

1

netcome.

15

2-1

1

1

for

fjrlham

ihe steal in a
press) is getting better
at anticipating the passes."
Himmelright was awesome offensively
against DePauw, ripping the nets for 28
points. The senior
also hauled
in ten rebounds. Salmon banged home 14
points and grabbed 3 off the boards.
One of Kenyon's greatest flaws thus far
has been turnovers. In their three games,
the Ladies have lost the ball 17 times, as
compared
to 73 for the opposition.
"Turnovers have been a problem,"
Martin understated. "We haven't had any
exposure to a
press, and we lost
our composure a bit at times."
The coach pointed out that "the three
losses are a little hard mentally. I'm not
unhappy about how we played; we moved
well offensively in terms of getting down
the court. Basically, we did a lot of good
things, but didn't do them consistently
1--

C

events, we practiced
we call the second

competition in what
and third events."

g
meet, held under
It was a
NCAA championship format. The other
schools that competed were OSU, Miami
(Ohio), Wright State, Akron, Toledo, and
Bowling Green.
non-scorin-

badly."
This meet, Steen explained, usually
marks the start of real season competition
for Kenyon. Their previous bout with
Wyoming was one of the rare times that
the Lords have swam in November.
"It was kind of a good kickoff meet for
us. It was another chance to test our
endurance." Kenyon meets Denison, at
OAC competition this
in
Denison,

Saturday.

if

again led the Kenyon
19 points and grabbing
12 rebounds while dishing out five assists
and making three steals. Salmon added
eight points and nine rebounds, but
fouled out again. Sophomore Holly
Hecht chipped in with eight points.
Kenyon's third loss came at the hands
of DePauw. The Ladies jumped ahead 12-hitting their first six shots, but DePauw
began switching defenses and confused
the Kenyon offense. As a result, Kenyon
wound up on the short end of a 69-5- 3
score.
The Ladies were again outrebounded,
The defense played well,
this time 38-2continuously forcing the outside shot, but
Kenyon's inability to control the boards
gave DePauw the edge it needed. As
Martin noted, "the rebounding made the
Himmelright

offense, scoring

6,

8.

MARKET

difference."
press in the
Martin tested a
third game and had some success. Kenyon
full-cou-

rt

tried the press trailing by 18 with ten
minutes left in the game and forced a few
turnovers. "We may try employing it
earlier in a game," Martin said. "Anne
(Himmelright. who is the one going for

a more patient offense and a
more aggressive defense, but we do look
better than we have in the past. The team
is quicker than it's been; the guards
(Robin Muller and Kathy Corcoran) did a
good job of picking up the pace. I'm
looking forward to the season."
Salmon, a sophomore, scored 130
points (8.6 per game) and had 137
Martin
rebounds (9.1) last season.
believes the 6'0'2" center "can and will"
score more this year. She is also looking
for greater outside scoring from Hecht,
Muller, and freshman Terry Fournier.
The coach hopes that Andrea Muirhead
can develop into a capable shooter from
the forward spot.
Salmon had this to say about the
GLCA tourney:
"Basically it stunk,
because we lost and we were outclassed. It
was discouraging, but we have only
practiced for a few weeks, and we have
two starters who have never played with
us before. We improved in the second and
third games, though."

Himmelright
agreed, saying that the
Ladies "did progressively better at the
GLCA's." Himmelright, one of Kenyon's
e
leading scorers, averaged 20.1
points and 10.6 rebounds per game last
season. She concurred with Salmon's
assertion that the team's level of play
"has improved and is already better than
last year's."
Charlotte Pillsburg pointed out that the
team is "a lot closer" than in the past.
She credited this attitude to both the
coach and the players. The junior forward
noted, though, that the team should
Himmelright
and
substitute more.
Salmon agreed, with Salmon saying,
"Until after Christmas break, when we
really get into the swing of things, we
should substitute more. We don't know
how all the players can stand up in a game
yet, and we won't find out until we give
them all a chance to play."
Salmon also pointed out that the
definite emphasis on academics at Kenyon
gives other schools who stress athletics a
competitive
edge.
"It's discouraging
because it's hard to tell what kind of
schools Kenyon can play against competitively. There's so much academic
pressure that people don't want as much
athletic pressure.
"There is a lot of spirit this year; I'm
not sure whether it's a winning spirit or
just plain team spirit," Salmon continued. "But we are getting along well as a
team, and that's a good sign."
The Ladies entertain Baldwin-Wallac- e
and Lake Erie at home on January 9 and
13, respectively. After a number of away
games, the Ladies will return to host
Denison University in the squad's first
home game after the end of Christmas
break. The squad defeated the Big Red in
double overtime last year, "the emotional
high of the season," according to Martin.
The contest, scheduled for January 26 at
7:30 p.m., is sure to be one of the most
exciting games of the year, as the intense
Kenyon-Denison
rivalry extends onto the
floor of the Ernst Center.
all-tim-

Trivia

Trivia...
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the Lord's Basketball team finished third in the OAC behind
Baldwin-Wallac(1
Name the coaches of these two
e
and Wittenberg (11-2teams and the Ohio teams they now coach for:
1)

In

1969,

1-

Gambier's Village Grocery

-2)

).

After Tom McHugh was named OAC Coach of the Year, which Big Ten
football teams offered him a head coaching position?

2)

BEER,
WINE,
MEAT &
PRODUCE

JoWynSt.&GaskinAve.

ense

in
whic promises to be
The upcoming Intramural Basketball season
the likes of Jeffrey L. Kovach (16.6
will
feature
season,
las.
as
exciting
and
of whom dominated the courts
points per game), and Rick Bell (21 .4 ppg), both
"B" league respect.velyBel
and
fas
in
finished
"A"
scorers
leading
season and
is a good ball handler
record,
)
a
to
team
league
"B"
who lead the
scored 23, 22, 24,
streak
game
in
a
four
who
Kovach
with a deadly outside shot.
a hot hand.
has
he
when
unstopable
is
who
and 118 points, is a streak shooter
t

(6-2-

D-P- hi

as

A) Ohio State
B) Michigan

C) Northwestern
D) All of the above
E) None of the above
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Media Board Names Newspaper
By Joshua Welsh
On Sunday, Sharon Castle and Dale
West were selected by Media Board to fill
the position of Collegian Editor-in-Chie- f
for second semester. Media Board interviewed
one other student for the

positon.

Publicity Crew Head for several KCDC
productions and a Public Relations
Statistician. Both are English majors, a
factor they think will help in editing.
After the election, Martha Lorenz,
said "I think
departing
the paper has improved considerably over
the past three years in terms of both
There's still a long
content and
way to go, so hope that the new editors
take further steps in that direction."
In their letter, West and Castle said
"We will create an organized,
professional atmosphere in The Collegian
office." West reitterated this later, saying
"We're going into this with a businesslike attitude." She is currently
at her home in Pennsylvania with a bad
case of poison ivy.
While the new editors have not yet
decided who will serve in the other
editorial positions, it appears that many
who are currently in those spots will not
returning. Sports Editor Mark
be
Esposito said, "I'm interested in staying,
at least through January. If it goes fine
I'll stay longer." No other editors have
indicated their plans.
Editor-in-Chie-

f,

lay-ou- t.

Writing to Media Board, Castle and
West proposed several changes in the
paper: "In considering the role of a
weekly paper in Gambier, we have envisioned several innovative additions."
Among these are an arts column, a
community news column, book reviews
(written by both students and faculty
members), and a KenyonGambier
folklore column.
been
have
The two editors-elec- t
working on the newspaper for approximately one year, Castle writing news
articles, West serving as Sports
Castle, an editorial assistant for
the Kenyon Alumni Bulletin, has taken
courses at the Kent State School of
Journalism, and was the editor of her
high school newspaper. West was the
Co-Edito-

r.

I

bed-ridde-

Printing Arts Press
Post Office Box 431 8028 Newark Road
Mount Vernon, Ohio 43050
AND DESIGN
PUBLICATIONS
PROCESS COLOR PRINTING
ADVERTISING BROCHURES
CATALOGS
PERFECT BINDING
LAYOUT

ENVELOPES
LETTERHEADS
NEWSLETTERS
BOOKS
BUSINESS FORMS
DIRECT MAIL SERVICE

n

Co-Edito-
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News Editor Jodi Proto expressed
concern at the possibility that many might
leave. "The new editors seem competent
enough, but am rather concerned with
At this
r
of
the high
time last year there wasn't nearly as much
change, and continuity is essential. A lot
of responsibility will fall on Dale and
Sharon that wouldn't if the other editors
were staying."
1

sub-editor-

turn-ove-

s.

Conserve Energy
particular concern

, cJ

Saving money is of
to the administration. One of the main
areas in which there is tremendous
potential for savings is that of energy
consumption. Utilities are constantly
increasing their rates, and because of this
it is difficult to keep tuition down. One of
the best ways to keep costs down is by
energy conservation on an individual
basis.
For this reason, the College has
designated February as "Energy Conservation Month," with the intent of

energy
campus-widcompetition will be held
between all residence buildings to see
which one can save the most energy. A
keg of beer will be awarded to the dorm
that conserves the most.
The Student Building and Grounds
Committee extends an open invitation to
anyone who is interested in energy
conservation. Meetings are held every
Monday evening from 5:00 to 6:00 in the
Gund snack bar.
improving
awareness.

e

A

Tcza

m

Dr. Gordon Shull lectured to a captivated audience Monday night.

Correction

life by any person" (unless the mother
life is endaneered).

Last week's article about the Women's
Center discussion inaccurately portrayed
the bills currently being considered
regarding abortion. The bills are sum-

Bill defines that
The HelmsHyde
human life exists from the moment of
conception, and states that thefnnrrin,i
amendment was intended to protect alj
human beings. Further, it enforces the
oniigation ot states (not Congress or thd
courts) not to deprive persons of life
without due process of law, and takes
away the Federal Court's jurisdiction on
this matter.

marized as follows:

The GarrOberstar Amendment (not
Bill, as indicated in the
article) defines the word "person" to
include all human beings, and states that
"no unborn person shall be deprived of
the HelmsHyde

Readers Help Teachers Grade

Serving You With Quality Since 1945

continued from page one
of exams and papers
which allows him to finish correcting all
work before more is assigned. In this way,
he hopes to avoid getting overloaded w ith
adjusted schedule

work.
Robbins, Turgeon, lentz, and Suydam
all emphasized that teachers who use an
outside reader informed their classes of
this fact at the outset. Turgeon defended
the '.system, saying that he is always
"perfectly open to discuss grades on an
individual to individual basis." He insisted that he saw "no reason to defend a
backed-u-

p

grade to you ( The Collegian)."
Turgeon added that he and other
teachers always reserve the right to either
raise or lower a grade given by a grader,
which has been protested by a student.
At this time. History of Film is the only
course in which there is an outside reader,
though there is a similar program funded
by the provost's office. This program
provides for the use of academically
qualified outside examiners, chosen by
department heads, to read honor papers.
Both systems are funded through, and
accepted by, the provost's office and

CHADWICK'S

Custom
SILVER SMITHING
&

SILVER REPAIR
Open

Kenvon College.

Township Fire Chief or his
designate; either the Dean of Students
(Edwards) or the Assistant Dean for
Student Residences (Robert Reading);
and the Director of College security or his
designate. As a group, they will form an
investigative
team to explore the circumstances involved in the setting of the
alarm; and if it is found to be false, they
w ill work to see that all available evidence
is gathered in order to determine the
origin of the alarm.
Another provision of the proposal calls
for suspension of a student who misuses
fire protection equipment (i.e., fire extinguishers, hoses, etc.). Violators may
also be prosecuted under the Ohio code.
Not only would individual violators be
subject to punishment, but groups who
participated in such activity would have to
face consequences as a group. Dean
College

u

GOOD GRIEF,

Tues through

10-- 5

Sat

19": West Vine Street!
332-510-

Senate Proposal Goes to Jordan
continued from page one

JEWELS

I
I

Edwards explains that this does not mean
that all members of such a group would
face suspension, but the organization
involved may lose some privileges. This
has been the College practice in the past.
President Philip Jordan now must
approve the proposal in order for it to
become effective; Dean Edwards states
that Senate is "optimistic" that it will
receive approval before the end of the
semester. After the presdient acts, the
local fire department must meet to
determine whether or not to resume
fire
answering College
alarms immediately when they go off; as a result of
the large number of false alarms this
semester, they have decided not to
respond to Kenyon alarms until verified
by College security. Batchelder states that
Senate
hopes that the officers and
members of the fire department will be
able to "return to the status quo ante of
full fire alarm response."
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